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To All Interior Designers and Custom Home Builders/Remodelers:  
 
In many homes the original fireplace is inefficient, unsightly, and often is not located in an area conducive 
to use and enjoyment.  What better way to fulfill a client’s desire for premium design, warmth, and energy 
efficiency than to add or update a fireplace and at the same time add tremendous value to their home?   
 
Leisure World Pool and Hearth is a longtime member of the greater Kansas City business community.  
Founded in the late 1960s exclusively as a swimming pool company, in recent years we have worked hard 
to also become an authority in fireplace retail, service and installation.  By specializing in custom projects 
instead of high volume, we are able to differentiate ourselves from larger fireplace suppliers by providing 
superior customer service, attention to detail, and the technical expertise and creativity necessary for 
remodeling work—all in a prompt, personal manner.  We also have Kansas City’s most centrally located 
fireplace showroom conveniently just three minutes from downtown and accessible from all major highways 
which allows us to serve the entire metro area.  Showroom appointments are not necessary but welcomed 
in order to view our wide variety of specialty hearth products.      
 
Leisure World Pool and Hearth is certified by the National Fireplace Institute (www.nficertified.org) in all fuel 
categories.  We utilize this and other rigorous industry-specific certification and training methods to assist in 
estimating, planning, and executing both standard and atypical fireplace installations in new and retrofit 
applications.  In fact, I personally conduct virtually every on-site fireplace estimate and evaluation we do.    
 
We sell, service and install products in all major hearth categories including wood-burning, gas, electric and 
pellet/biomass.  Our products range from traditional to contemporary in design—and in most cases are 
highly efficient which appeals to today’s green-minded consumers and designers.  In fact, consumers 
choosing to install a qualifying high efficiency alternative heating hearth product (wood, pellet, biomass 
stove, insert or fireplace) are eligible for a 30% tax credit up to $1500 in 2009 and 2010.  This important 
fact can help defray the overall job cost for your client while also paying them back over time by reducing 
their home heating costs! 
 
We sincerely appreciate you taking the time to learn a little about our company and look forward to building 
a relationship in the future.   
   
Regards, 
 
 
Justin Dro, President 
Brian Hughes, Vice President 

http://www.nficertified.org/

